Thickness dependence of the dynamics in thin films of isotactic poly (methylmethacrylate).
The film thickness dependence of both the glass transition temperature (T(g)) and the 1 kHz alpha relaxation were studied for thin films of isotactic Poly (methylmethacrylate) (i-PMMA) supported on aluminium substrates. Films in the thickness range 7-200 nm were studied. The ellipsometrically determined T(g) was found to show reductions for films thinner than 60 nm, with the largest observed reduction being 12 K for a 7 nm thick film. Measurements of the T(g) were also performed on i-PMMA films supported on silicon substrates. Dielectric studies of the temperature dependent 1 kHz alpha relaxation peak, showed that the position (T(alpha)) and shape of the peak have no film thickness dependence. This was shown to hold for films with one free surface and films with a 30 nm thermally evaporated capping layer. Capping the films was shown to have no effect on the thickness dependence of either T(g) or T(alpha). The implications of these results are discussed further and the different film thickness dependencies of T(g) and T(alpha) are discussed. This is done within the framework of the Vogel-Fulcher-Tamann (VFT) theory of glass forming materials and also in the context of the existence of a dynamic correlation length xi.